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To promote safe kiteboarding practices,
to help maintain beach access across
WA, along with encouraging participation
and development in the sport by hosting
events for our members and the West
Australian community.

O U R  V A L U E S

 
F A I R N E S S

 
A D V A N C E M E N T

C O N S I D E R A T I O N

O U R  M I S S I O N  

Kiteboarding WA (KWA) is the official state
sporting body for kiteboarding in Western
Australia. Since 2002, Kiteboarding WA has
been working for its members and the
kiteboarding community in order to provide
the following benefits:

W H O  A R E  W E

Providing community representation
and maintain beach access for
kiteboarders across Western Australia.

Promoting safe kiting practices.

Organising Kiteboarding events in WA
including State & National freestyle
comps, wave riding and course racing
competitions.

Providing public liability insurance for
members.

Working with Marine Safety & Surf Life
Saving Clubs to educate them on the
sport of kiteboarding and appropriate
rescue methods.

K I T E B O A R D I N G  W A  C O M M I T T E E  2 0 2 1

Dan Anderson  
Rebecca Bury 
Liam Surridge 
Ilos Eix 

Drew Norton
Holly Grimwood
Corne Snellenburg
Mark Arkley
Ben Field
Conor McGrath
Moritz Wellauer

Executive Committee Members resigned in 2020/21

Luca De Prato 
Ian Jack
Kate McKenzie
Warwick Beasley
April Warren
Claire Lynch

General Committee

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary

President

Staff

Blanka Lesti
Reachelle Beasley

Sport Administrator
     Sport Consultant

I N C L U S I O N
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434 registered members in
August  2021,

13.8% are female and
86.2% are male

KWA has 16 active 
junior members

80 new members signed
up in 2020/21

33 medals awarded in
2020/21

12 juniors participated in
progression clinics in

2020/21

2,701 followers on
Facebook and 2,298 on

Intagram 

12 registered kiteboarding
schools 

 Recognised official State
Sporting Association for
kiteboarding in Western

Australia 

25 KA accredited
instructors

ABOUT KITEBOARDING WA 



Implement a communications
and marketing plan.
Utilise and expand the use of
current social media and
communication platforms for
informing and advising
existing and potential
members.  

Improve and expand the
annual calendar of
competitions and events.

The safety policy is made available to members, participants in the sport and
other relevant stakeholders.

A formal safety policy will 
be developed and distributed.

Develop a curriculum to
implement safety training with
Marine Safety, SLSC and Sea
Rescue groups.

Implement a youth pathway. 

Increase the membership 
of KWA. 

Develop strong links with clubs.

Secure and grow program
/event funding from Regional
Department of Local
Government, Sport and Cultural
Awareness (DLGSC) and
Healthway.

Increase DLGSC State Sporting
Association category from
provisional to category F, 
step 4 by 2023/24.

Identify funding opportunities.

Develop and utilise the
Kiteboarding Australia
framework for the creation of
more KWA clubs.

Expand the KWA coach portfolio.

Develop and expand 
‘Spread Your Wings’ and 
high performance junior
development initiatives.

The communications and marketing plan will be completed and
implemented during 2021-2022.
A range of social media platforms will be used and post content consistently
on relevant platforms with a frequency of at least twice weekly. Distribute
monthly newsletters. Increase followers by 10% across platforms.
Utilise Google My Business Page.
Retain presence on LinkedIn and update in line with the KWA
communications plan.

New competitions and events will be added to satisfy member demand.
KWA will work with Kiteboarding Australia to develop and deliver
international events in Western Australia.

KWA will work with Kiteboarding Australia and Marine Safety to define and
develop a safety curriculum for sea rescue training.
The standard curriculum will be adopted by kiteboarding schools
throughout the life of this plan.

Youth development strategy is in place including a school sports program.

Grow membership base to a minimum of 500 members during FY2021/22 and
10% annual growth thereafter.
Continue to engage with clubs and work towards increasing KWA 
membership and event opportunities.

Grant funding secured with DLGSC for FY2021/22 State Wave, National Wave 
and National Foiling event.

Increase funding band from provisional category to Category F, step 2 in Dec
2021 - 500 members; Regional delivery (2 regions inc. Metro); Recreational
/social focus and participation sport; Event/Programs Risk Register.
Identify areas for improvement and development in Annual Organisation
Performance Assessment to increase increment to step 4 by 2023/24.

 K W A  S T R A T E G I C  P L A N  2 0 2 1 - 2 0 2 4

Register of funding opportunities created and regularly reviewed.

Three-year Junior/Women development project management plan
completed along with budget for Heathway grant.

Finalise event calendar/dates for 2022/23 by Jan 2022 to allow sufficient
time for development and funding opportunities.

Research and analysis performed, determining the level of member support
for the establishment of new clubs.
If required, club framework procedures developed to support the establishment
of new clubs.
Successfully establish two additional clubs by 2023/24.
Pathways established for KWA judges via Kiteboarding Australia.
Coach training program funded, supporting addition of 1 new coach to
KWA portfolio for each discipline by 2022/23.

Funding identified and secured to support initiative.
Project plan develop supporting expansion and inclusion of all KWA schools by
2022/23.
Aim to have minimum two junior girl competitors participating in State events
by 2023/24.

OBJECTIVE: Promote safety, education, and training.

OBJECTIVE: Build revenue in support of financial sustainability.

OBJECTIVE: Improve the visibility and profile of kiteboarding.

OBJECTIVE: Grow organisational membership & participation.

OBJECTIVE: Develop coaches, judges, club feasibility and junior development initiatives.

A C T I O N S T A R G E T S

Expand KWA judge portfolio. Pathways established for KWA judges via Kiteboarding Australia. 
Analyse and research performed for all disciplines highlighting and prioritising
areas where judges are required.
Judge training program funded, supporting addition of 1 new judge to KWA
portfolio for each prioritised area by 2022/23.

High performance junior initiative developed and implemented.



As the end of another year approaches in my
role as Vice President, I think it is safe to say
my resignation at the last AGM didn’t quite go
to plan! My enthusiasm for the development
of the organisation and sport sure got the
better of me, along with gaining a lot more
free time due to injury and the need to keep
my heart within the sport. It certainly has
been an eventful year! 

Despite the dreaded ‘C’ word, Kiteboarding
Western Australia managed to successfully
deliver another season of events whilst
securing some great funding opportunities to
develop the Junior and Women in sport
initiatives. We successfully extended our
junior program implementing the trial girls
‘Spread Your Wings’ program as well as
hosting a full six weeks program to develop
the freestyle Groms. Support from the
Department of Local Government, Sport &
Cultural Industries (DLGSC) enabled us to
execute the Women of the Wave clinics as
well as a very successful state wave event.
Drew’s passion led the organisation to host
its first Santa Downwinder event to raise
funds for Redkite which was more than
triumphant. 

PRESIDENT/ 
VICE PRESIDENT'S REPORT

The kite community rallied together at the
sold-out event and successfully raised
$10,000 for the amazing cause! It truly was a
spectacular event and a huge credit to
everyone involved. 

Behind the scenes, the team have been busy
completing the final tasks of rebranding
items and the last six months have witnessed
a very strong committee presence developing
Governance skills. The team attended a
course delivered through DLGSC in order to
improve the Organisation’s Governance which
in turn improves funding opportunities as
well as the development of essential policies
and board governance documentation. This
has resulted in a small organisation
restructure and the introduction of specific
sub-committees in order to progress the
sport and each discipline further. Besides
this, KWA successfully secured the Sport
Development grant from DLGSC which
enabled us to appoint our first part-time
employee for the organisation! A special
thank you to Reachelle Beasley who has and
continues to facilitate KWA in a consultancy
role and to the Department of Local
Government, Sport & Cultural Industries. Both
have been a pinnacle in KWA’s development
this year. 
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It was a very exciting moment to receive the
funding for the Sport Administrator role and
after carrying out a thorough recruitment
process, the committee were thrilled to
welcome Blanka Lesti to the team in May
2021. Blanka has settled in nicely to her role
and it excites me for the possibility of
extending this to a permanent position. 

The main strategic goal the committee is
aiming to achieve this year is the progression
of State Sporting Association categorisation
which will significantly increase funding
opportunities and the future of this role. 

 

As the committee continues to implement
updated Governance procedures, increase
participation and development within the
sport as well as hosting state and national
events, it’s safe to say we are on track. 

2020-21 has witnessed another successful
year of advocacy for the sport with KWA
upholding strong relationships with
significant key stakeholders. KWA has
worked alongside Marine Safety (DoT), key
Local Councils and stakeholders to assist
with the implementation of new signage
across numerous locations such as The Pond
and Pelican Point. 
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Last but not least, I would like to express my
sincere thanks to Drew Norton on behalf of
the committee past and present for his solid
contribution to the organisation. Like myself,
Drew stepped down last year however
continued in the role as President. Drew
made the decision to stand down following
the Redkite Santa Downwinder and what a
bang he went out with! Thank you for all of
your hard and appreciated efforts Drew! We
are excited to see you on the water next
season rather than running around on the
beach event organising!

Keep enjoying the winter winds if you are
brave enough to ride them, if not, the sea
breeze will soon be here, and hopefully this
season, I will be seeing a lot of your friendly
faces back on the water!

Safe kiting and good winds!
 

Yours truly
Rebecca Bury

Vice-president

 

Executive members of the committee have
recently been involved in advocating against
a potential ban area of kiting at Woodman’s
Point and have successfully reduced the
limitations proposed at the groin between
beach 2 and beach 3. More details are to be
communicated out in regards to the project
about to take place in the area in the hope to
develop a bird nesting site. In order for us to
keep the privileges we have in the area, it is
important for members to be respectful of
the project and stay clear of the nesting area
in order not to jeopardise our future at the
popular world-class spot. 

On a much sadder note, I would like to pay my
respects once again to long-time kiting
photographer Rick Pryce who sadly passed
away earlier this year. Rick was an
outstanding member of the kite community,
regularly giving his time to support riders in
helping achieve their sponsor goals, and was
a key driver in developing the Young Bloods.
A big thank you for everything you did Rick,
you are still in my thoughts and will be
greatly missed at this season's events. 
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So far, four sessions (11 hrs) have been
conducted. The remainder of the course is
currently on hold until the next season,
starting from October, where two more
sessions will be conducted for approx. three
hours each session. Sessions and hours will
go over the original lesson plan - buffer time
will be gifted due to a long time between
sessions and to ensure best results.

Notes | Engagement, and interest thus far
have been positive from both girls and
parents. Coordinating session times with
appropriate wind conditions and participants'
availability is tedious, yet expected. I believe
the outcome will be prosperous with the
potential to be an ongoing project.

April Warren
Program Coordinator & Coach 

The clinics also covered the topics of
conditioning & injury prevention, strategy &
preparation. The program consisted of seven
2-hour sessions at Woodman's Point between 
4-6pm.

A Whatsapp group was established to share
videos, training tips and to help with the
scheduling clinics. The program also included
coaching on how to compete and juniors got
to practice their skills in the state freestyle
event.

An event page was created via the KA website
and advertise out to the community allowing
entry to 8 juniors with a minimal skill level of
being confident with jumps/basic tricks and a
commitment to developing their riding in a
structured manner. A signup fee of $10 was be
charged to help with a commitment to those
that sign up for the program. The program will
only be available to kiteboarding WA members.

I plan to run another 6 sessions before
December probably over Late October to
November.

Daniel Anderson
Program Coordinator & Coach 

SPREAD YOUR WINGS JUNIOR PROGRESSION SESSIONS  

Details  |  Introduction to kiteboarding
program for gir ls aged 9-16 yrs,  based on
five sessions.  The aim of the program is to
attract gir ls to the sport  of  kiteboarding.   

Details  |  The aim of the sessions was to
provide coaching to a group of junior
kiteboarders (8-16 years old) to help them
develop the ski l ls  and confidence they
require to push the l imits of their  sport.  

PARTICIPATION
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EVENTS
We were determined to run the state waves
for the 2020/21 season after having to cancel
it last season and run it late as part of the
Lancelin Ocean classic the year before.
Hence the decision was made to run it at
Wedge Island in January with the hope of
strong consistent winds and good swell.
Little did we know we would have to contend
with bush fires and a lack of favorable wind
and swell before we could finally get it
underway at the end of January. The event
was successfully 

run over two days with decent conditions, 46
enthusiastic competitors, and a good crowd
cheering them on. On the final day, we
received the news: Perth was going into
lockdown at 6pm. Thankfully, all heats and
finals were completed according to plan which
allowed enough time to get home for all those
heading back to Perth.

A big thank you to Russell Curtin, Andre Carter,
and all the judges and crew who helped make
this a great event.

Luca De Prato
Event Organiser

2020/21 KWA Cabrinha State Wave Titles

Open Men

1.Ryland Blakeney
2.Andre Carter
3.Dale Stanton
4.Dan Jones

Open Women

1.Yasmina Bujanow
2.Kirsten Kyngdon
3.Janielly DeSousa Sena
4.April Warren

Masters

1.Bonny Sulistyo
2.Luca De Prato
3.Mike Masiello
4.Dan Hazel

Legends

1.Jason Marshall
2.Shane Danaher
3.Dave Murphy
4.Russ Curtin

Amateurs

1.Jordan Wesley
2.Lamberto Vacca
3.Woody Corcoran
4.Marinus Jan Hage

Juniors

1.Patrick Smyth
2.Ethan Forrest
3.Ruben Swart
4.Dan Curtin

R E S U L T S
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North Kiteboarding WA State Freestyle Titles 

Proudly sponsored by North Kiteboarding
for the second year running, it was another
successful year at The Pond especially for
the ladies who outnumbered the men in this
years’ competition! Kudos to the girls! KWA
saw 23 competitors battle it out for first
place in the annual State Freestyle event
and witnessed yet another amazing year for
the Groms. Big thank you to Head Judge
Daniel Anderson, Chrissy Gaudieri and
Michael Di 

Giuseppe once again for their constant
support in the freestyle discipline, Byron
Smith for the sea rescue vessel support and
an extended thank you for the rest of the
volunteer crew and consistent sponsors who
assist in the running of this event: WA Surf,
Department of Local Government, Sport &
Cultural Industries and an extra special
mention to the late Rick Pryce Adrenaline
Board Sports. Without your input, it wouldn’t
be possible. 

R E S U L T S

Open Men

1.Alex Djuric
2.Emerson Johnston
3.Cody Tuckwell
4.Tom Slater

Open Women

1.Freya Dodd
2.Rachael Hughes
3.Shannon Ducker
4.Shevy Hanson

Masters

1.Liam Surridge
2.Shevy Hanson
3.Joe McCormick
4.Sue Field

Juniors U14

1.Ben Gerhardt
2.Anthony Eppen
3.Ruben Swart
4.Henry Gerhardt

Juniors U18

1.Logan McCormick
2.Henry Lacy 
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After taking a break for a few years, former
KWA President Drew Norton and Vice-
President Rebecca Bury resurrected the
annual Redkite event introducing a Santa
Downwinder to help children with cancer.

2020 has been a challenging year for many,
and it has been significantly tough for
families who have a child with cancer.
Redkite provides essential and practical
support for families who have a child with
cancer across Australia and KWA has been
supporting them for 10 years. The
kiteboarders this year rose over $8,500 for
the charity after previous events raised up to
$6000. 

The event is the perfect time to take part in a
downwinder, for newbies to all-time pros on
Perth’s best downwinder route. On the 6th of
December 2020, 70 kiteboarding Santas flew
along the coast, in a record-sized fleet for the
10th Redkite Downwinder.

Besides raising as much funds as possible,
the aim was to have a sea of Santas and all
the participants gave their best Santa Claus

impersonation with hats kindly provided to all
participants courtesy of 2ndSurf.

Downwinder participants took to the famous
Perth downwinder route, flying 17km down the
coast from Leighton to Trigg beaches, past
Cottesloe, Floreat, and Scarborough, from
1.30pm.

KWA organised safety boats and a halfway
get-out point to make sure every Santa ended
up back at the after-party. Once complete, the
crew headed to Trigg Island Surf Life Saving
Club for a well deserved BBQ and live music.

Kiteboarding is a great reason to get outside
and enjoy the outdoors during WA’s windy
summer months. As well as a good excuse to
explore WA’s coastline It’s a sport with a close
supportive community that likes to have fun.

A huge thank you to all our sponsors for their
contribution to making this event a success:
Rottnest Express, Next Generation Gym, Trigg
Island Surf Lifesaving Club, 2ndSurf, West
Coast Bus Charters, Clancy's Fish Bar City
Beach, True Spirit Photography, Duotone &
Cottesloe Hair Gallery!

Redkite Santa Downwinder 
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You only have to head down to the water to
see how popular kite foiling has become,
whether it is 6 knots or 30, we are always out
there. With kite foil becoming an Olympic
sport for Paris 2024, there are some big
things starting to happen. With the
introduction of the National Kite Foil Series,
we are seeing the sport grow rapidly with
people entering from conventional kiting,
wind winging, and traditional sailing.  

The 2021 Kite Foil State Titles took place at
Jervoise Bay Sailing Club (JBSC) in February.
As with all events lately, it was a challenge
with border closures but the event was a
huge success with some competitors coming
from interstate. Racing at the front was
extremely tight with Scott Whitehead and
Hector Paturau battling for the first position
across the line in nearly every race. The mid
fleet had a fantastic competition with the
regulars being challenged by the new and up
and coming. Conditions were variable with
big sea breezes and overcast easterlies. It
was three days where you needed a full suite
of skills to win.

Competing in kite foil isn’t just at big events.
In the season, weekly racing is held every
Sunday at JBSC in the form of club racing
and the commodores' cup (Handicap results
series) on alternating weekends. The season
was mainly one of the big sea breezes, fast
racing, and most importantly a great club
atmosphere. During racing it is normal to see
board speeds of over 20 knots upwind and
over 30 knots downwind, it makes for an
exciting adrenaline-filled experience.

In summer we organized weekly coached race
training through South of Perth Yacht Club
(SOPYC). Each session had a coach on the
water with a plan and we saw huge
improvements through all levels of the fleet.
This is something that we are planning to grow
in the next year, giving opportunities for
people to accelerate their development and
kite foil skills.

SOPYC also held their Goolugatup Sailing
Carnival and saw kite foil compete alongside
the wind foil class. This was also a major
success. Even with the crazy wind conditions
we saw, it was all smiles and competitive fun.
We are planning to continue this relationship
with SOPYC as well as expand into other
sailing clubs around Perth that would be able
to host racing and training. 

This was my first season as President of Perth
Kite Racing (PKR). It has been a great
challenge and I am honestly very excited about
what is coming. I have been working closely
with KWA planning for the National Kite Foil
Championships held here in December. This
competition will have IKA points awarded for
Olympic qualification. The community of kite
foilers here in WA must be second to none,
everyone is very welcoming and willing to
share knowledge and help each other out. If
you want to know more about foiling or kite
racing, then please get in touch for a chat. 

Foiling

Thomas Hegerty
President

Perth Kite Racing 
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WHAT - The Australian Fairy Tern is the
smallest tern species to nest in south-
western Australia, listed as vulnerable under
both state and federal legislation, they are a
protected species.

WHY – Predation from domestic and feral
animals such as dogs and foxes has reduced
population numbers and breeding success
and the locations where they used to breed
have diminished due to land-clearing and
human development.

HOW – A layer of shell material will be added
to the ground surface at the end of the
groyne to enhance the attractiveness of the
site and the perimeter of the site will be fully
enclosed, providing protection to nesting
terns and their young.

Between November and March
30-50m from the end of the WAPET Groyne

KWA's INVOLVEMENT - KWA was invited by
the City of Cockburn in June to attend a
stakeholder engagement session along with
RecFishwest and Windsurfing to review the
proposal including a temporary periodic
exclusion zone around the perimeter (Install
ocean buoys on a seasonal basis to limit boat
and wind/kite surf activity in waters
immediately surrounding the Wapet groyne
area). We are excepting the community to see
a temporary periodic exclusion zone:

Following the engagement, the original 100m
exclusion zone (in blue) has been significantly
reduced to 30-50m (in red) from the shoreline
to ensure no-to-minimal impacts on water
activities while still minimising impacts on
shorebirds.

Your awareness and partnership in protecting
WA’s Fairy Terns is appreciated.

FAIRY TERNS AT WOODMAN POINT 

Wapet Groyne, Woodman Point has been
proposed for the establishment of Fairy Tern
Nesting.

ADVOCACY
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Dear Kiteboarding Western Australia
members,

What a year it has been, through many up and
downs we are pleased that our members and
community have been finding time to hit the
water and participate in the sport we all love.
The year has challenged us in many ways, but
we are pleased to celebrate with Kiteboarding
WA some of the great achievements and
advancements the sport has taken over the
last 12 months. 

Despite another challenging year with border
restrictions and states in and out of
lockdown, KA were pleased to deliver a busy
event schedule, including the Season Launch
Expos, National Freestyle Series, National
Wave Series, and the introduction of a
National Kite Foil series across Australia. 

We continue our journey with Australian
Sailing to develop the Kite racing scene in
Australia and develop pathways to the 2024
Paris Olympics.  

We are pleased with the development of our
school and instructor network and pleased to
announce the introduction of a Wing
instructor course occurring this season. 

Kiteboarding Australia has already begun
planning for the 2021/2022 Season which is
fast approaching. In that vein, on March 21
the Kiteboarding Australia board consulted
with the state associations and key industry
representatives to review and revise our
ongoing strategic plan. Based on the previous
plan and feedback received, KA has identified
four key focus areas: Members & External
Stakeholders, Sports Development, National &
State Organization, and Finance. 

MESSAGE FROM 
KITEBOARDING AUSTRALIA 

Over the next three years, in collaboration
with State Associations, KA will focus on
achieving a series of goals and targets
identified within each key focus area. 

Grow active participation in the sport.
Continue to engage with regulatory bodies
and advocate for beach access.
Integrate emerging forms of the sport
(including the introduction of a Wind
Wings). 
Expand events and sport programs to
reach a broader participation base.
Offer pathways for athletes to grow and
develop.
Support State Associations in the delivery
of services for members.
Build relationships with affiliated
organizations.
Maintain strong financial management
and invest in the development of the
sport.

Underpinning the goals, KA will set out to
achieve the following:

But what does that really mean? It means
more fun, more participation, and more
events, with KA’s aim to create a greater
sense of community across Australia as we
continue to grow. 

Furthermore, KA are delighted to announce
we will be hosting two of our key National
Championship events in Western Australia
this season; the Kite Foil Nationals in Perth
(1-5th December 2021) and the Wave
Nationals at Margaret River (10-13th February
2022) and look forward to seeing the WA
community get behind these great events. 
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As many of you are probably already aware,
KA has been forced to increase membership
fees for the first time in 5 years, to $165
(adult member), to cover a rise in the cost of
insurance premiums this season, which will
take place on the 1st November 2021. 

While KA did everything in our power to
retains rates at their existing rates, the
increase in insurance premiums is a common
trend across many extreme sports and is also
a direct result of an upswing in claims made
over the past year by our members. KA’s
brokers approach 32 insurance providers with
only one company offering insurance, at a
100% increase to previous years, but retains
one of the best public liability and personal
accident insurance coverage on the market. 

Feedback has been that insurance is a key
membership benefit, so we've retained the
current level of cover, most notably our public
liability cover, at AUD $20m. 

In order to limit the impact to our members,
the KA board has agreed to delay the cost
increase until 1st November 2021, allowing
members to renew their membership at the
existing rate for the coming season, no
matter when your existing membership
expires.  

This decision was not taken lightly,
Kiteboarding Australia understand the impact
on our members of such a decision, however,
KA is a not-for-profit organization led by
volunteers who are passionate about making
sure the sport is safe, affordable, inclusive,
and enjoyable and the decision had to be
made to ensure the ongoing viability of both
KA and KWA. We sincerely appreciate your
support and understanding on the matter.  

 

On a local level, Kiteboarding Australia would
like to recognize and congratulate KWA on
securing their first paid employee Blanka
Lesti, who is now supporting Kiteboarding
Western Australia’s day-to-day operations.
This is an amazing achievement for KWA and
we look forward to working closely with
Blanka. 

We would also like to take this opportunity to
acknowledge Drew Norton and sincerely
thank him for all he has done for the sport
during his tenure at KWA, including nine years
as the president of Kiteboarding WA. His hard
work and dedication to the continual growth
of the sport in WA and Nationally have been
outstanding and his profound impact and
contribution will be realized for many years to
come. 

To incoming and existing committee
members, thank you for all your continual
support and hard work, and we look forward
to continuing our journey and growth together
into the future. 

Lastly, KA would like to thank our WA
members for their continual support and
undertaking in such uncertain times across
Australia. Without your support, KA and KWA
could not do what we do, and your assistance
allows us to continue to grow the sport,
advocate for our members, and provide fun,
safe events across Australia. 

Happy Kiting and Best Wishes
 

Declan McCarthy
 General Manager

Kiteboarding Australia
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Kiteboarding Western Australia (KWA)
reported revenue of $33,072 for the financial
year ending 30 June 2021. The primary
source of income was membership fees
collected by Kiteboarding Australia through
the national insurance scheme of $11,131.
KWA also received a $5,000 Industry
Investment grant from the Department of
Local Government Sport and Cultural
Industries (DLGSC) as being recognised
state sporting association for kiteboarding.
Balance of revenue comprises junior clinic
income, grant funding for state waves, event
sponsorship, and entrance fees.
Membership as of 30 June 2021 comprised
410 adults, 3 family, and 15 junior members. 

TREASURER’S REPORT
Overheads and operating expenses were
kept to a minimum to allow for funds to be
used towards purchasing and branding
assets to use for events to grow
participation in membership and
kiteboarding. The net surplus for the year
was $5,844.

KWA received grant funding from DLGSC to
fund and appoint a part-time sports
administrator position for the 2021/2022
year. This is recognised as a liability on the
balance sheet as at 30 June 2021 as the
funds remain unspent and will be recognised
as income in the coming financial year.

New branded marquees were acquired and
branding was completed on the trailer.
As at 30 June 2021, cash at bank was
$46,583 and the organisation had an
accumulated surplus of $39,151.

Liam Surridge
Treasurer 

Photo Credit: True Spirit Photos
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BALANCE SHEET
Kiteboarding Western Australia Incorporated as at 30 June 2021
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS



PROFIT AND LOSS
Kiteboarding Western Australia Incorporated for the year ended 30 June 2021
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KITEBOARDING
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

PO BOX 1274, West Perth WA 6872 

 
EMAIL 

 
info@kiteboardingwa.org.au 

WEBSITE
FACEBOOK
INSTAGRAM

kiteboardingwa.org.au 
@KiteboardingWA
@kiteboardingwa

KITEBOARDING WESTERN AUSTRALIA WOULD LIKE TO THANK 
THE FOLLOWING SPONSORS 
 


